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a note to all would-be contributers 

many people have expressed concern that sub
jects they wish to write about seem too large and 
important for the otherside magazine. they feel 
that someone else could do a better JOb. 

well. .. that isn"t true. as always. we will take any
thing. and 1f you already knew that. but felt that 
no one would be interested in what you had to 
say. that 1sn"t true either. 

so please. no matter how small or large the 
issue. consider submitting your work. because 
we guarantee that someone will care. 

thank you 
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the O\ her side 

M arilyn stood up there and told us about social responsibility. The • Jesse Jackson of college presidents• talked about 
Pitzer being the college with the commitment to social responsibility. It was quite fitting, she sa.id, that we ~ad Jess~ 
Jackson here today at our teach-in, because we are the ones who care. We are the ones who II make a difference 1n 

this mad world of death blood and fire. About how "examining the ethical implications of the issues they explore, students learn 
to evaluate the effects of actions and social policies and to take responsibility for making the world we live in a better place. • I 
looked around the crowd at the befuddled looks on the unfamiliar faces. I looked around the crowd at the media huddled 
together with their telephoto lenses and their funny little yellow scratch pads. Somewhere in there, I thought. Somewhere in 
there was a spy from the princeton review. Social responsibility. she said. I knew it was being quietly jotted down, in prepara
tion for the next issue of the top 327 colleges in the country. And there it would lie, as if etched in stone. Pitzer is the four
year liberal arts institution with a commitment to fostering socially responsible citizens of the world. It would never goddamned 
matter whether or not any students actually followed suit. We could still bandy it about as our badge of honor. Sure, every 
once in a while we'll come out on the mounds and spend an hour or two hooting and hollering. Maybe even once in a while 
we'll head into LA and carry our banners and our protest signs. Just enough to ensure that we can carry that weighty title in the 
guidebooks. 

On October 22nd, at the march against police brutality, I saw all sorts of Pitzer people. Hell, I thought. Maybe I'm god
damned wrong. Maybe there is something here. But it was nothing like October 7th. It was nothing like the rally on the 
mounds. It wasn't that convenient, safe, or easy. There were not teems of socially responsible Pitzer people screaming for 
Justice. Now. In some ways, I felt proud of all the people I saw; all the familiar faces. But that's just it. They were all familiar. 
They were all the same. The same people that you see at any event like this. There were no masses, but rather, a few diehard 
few. Then 1 missed another rally. For the second week in a row, I got up on Wednesday morning. and with no classes to 
attend, 1 worked on some irrelevant paper I have to write. All it would have taken for me to do was to get on my bike and ride 
to city hall. But 1 didn't do it. It didn't even occur to me. Like most other people at the October 7th event on the mounds, I 
must have thought that I've done my part. Done my part for Irvin landrum Jr. I showed up, I yelled a little. and then it was 
done. The case is over. isn't it? Serious steps have been taken to ensure that never again will a young innocent person be 
robbed of their life by a power-hungry police officer, right? Social responsibility. 
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Social Responsibility in the Age of 
the Cell Phone Plutocracy 

or, 

My Ride with Ronnie 

(AKA a note from the editor) 

Zachary Redmond 

The point is. kids, that merely going to the rallies when they are easy, and claiming that you care. is not enough. Jesse 
Jackson speaking on the mounds doesn't make even the slightest little difference unless we all pledge, and make a concerted 
effort, to actually work for real change. Social responsibility needs to be more than just a selling point for an institution. 

When the institution exists only to further itself no one really gets anywhere. Social responsibility is just another buzz
word. It's the hook. On paper, Pitzer cannot compete with a whole host of other institutions around the country. So, we've got 
our own draw. If we repeat it enough times, we might even begin to believe it ourselves. 

But that's really the problem. I don't want to believe it. I don't want to believe something that may not actually hold any 
significance for myself. I don't want to believe in something that I've done nothing to warrant. 

So lets throw the whole pretense out the whole proverbial window. Lets quit the goddamned charade. The way that I 
see it, we have two options. We can get rid of the whole social responsibility cliche and face a bleak existence of the oprah 
book of the month club. walmart. nike sweatshops, and U.S. intervention in Latin America. Or we can keep it. not as a slogan 
or ·educational objective: but rather as an ideal. An ideal of what we can do in the world. What we can do for the world. We 
can forget all the student handbook rhetoric; all the college guidebook propaganda; all the protest march chants, and actually 
get on to living and understanding the world around us. Don't let them sell your soul; sell your revolution, for a higher ranking in 
the books. 

P.S. I'm sick of writing articles like this. I'm sick of showing articles to someone to proofread, and having him or her tell me 
that the article is too depressing. That it focuses too much on the negative. That I've got to break out of this paradigm of bor
ing bourgeois nihilism. That I seem so unhappy. That I need to think about things in a more positive light. I'm sick of hearing 
it, not because I'm tired of the nag, but because it's true. It is depressing. But for every positive thing that I find to write about, I 
find six different things that I find to be utterly abhorrent. Tonight, at the Pitzer Divestment Campaign (for lack of a better name) 
meeting I talked to people who do care. We talked about new, exciting things. About stuff that could have an incredibly beauti
ful impact on our small little world, and more importantly, its larger outside realm. So why don't I write about that? Good ques
tion. Maybe if we don't keep thinking, if we don't keep questioning. then. maybe we'll just get stagnant again. Maybe we will 
just sleep through another rally, another cause. 
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the orher side 
~~~~~~~~--~~~~----~~--~ lfbile at Pil::e1: I did a lot of stupid tbings. A LOT OF ~TLP!D 7HJXGS. Dare Clark can testi-
lf.i· about !bat. as could Eme(m De ln Pena. or Ben Godsil!. jose Calderon. Anthony 
Fuca/oro. Asra Ahmad. . . I offended a lot of people. I shocked a lot of people. lu·as mean. ... _ .. 
To all of these people that I bare offended. I Lrant to say tbat I apologi::e. 

0 ne of the things that I have realized while 
studying abroad is that Pitzer is much more 
than the sum of its parts. The Pitzer that I saw 

was a weak body, and ugly thing, which is what many 
people think when they transfer elsewhere. But in my 
absence, I've had time to reflect on what Pitzer actu
ally is - namely, one of the most unique, beautiful, 
special places in the world. At Pitzer, a very vocal 
attitude is expressed that people want to live a differ
ent life - a life that is more than just for themselves, 
but that is for the community and for the people 
around them. Many people think that this is a silly 
goal in life - we aren't in it for money, or fame, or 
power, and so we must be high or stupid or both. But 
what I see at Pitzer is an amazing community, and I'm 
very disappointed in myself that I didn't see this com
munity before I left it. What's so beautiful is that so 
many different people are able to attend 
our school, people from different backgrounds, peo
ple from different areas and countries, people with dif
ferent ideas and goals and aspirations, and yet there 
are so many opportunities given to us (which so many 
of us take) to interact with different people and to 
share. Ideas which normally wouldn't be given the 
chance to see daylight are brought out and discussed 
- wacky ideas, some, but at the same time they are 
encouraged to grow to fruition, to expand. The cre
ativity of our school is astounding - the artwork on 
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For ez·eiJibing. 

Andrew Samtoy 

Mead (Which, I'm ashamed to admit now, I did try to 
end) is beautiful - and, once again, I'm heartbroken that 
it took me until now to actually realize how beautiful our 
school is. 

I was talking to a professor about this, and one of 
the things she was saying was that as soon as people 
reach their senior year, a lot of them suddenly have 
breakdowns. Their lives, which were for so long in the 
Pitzer bubble. were suddenly staring them in the face, 
and lots of people find it hard to think about where they 
will be after Claremont. 

And the sister of one of my friends, a brother I can 
really say I love, died last year. As did a girl I knew. 

What I'm suddenly seeing, and what sounds cheesy 
but I'd like to get others to see it, is that Pitzer is four 
years that are supposed to be the best four years of your 
life. I know that when I was in Claremont, I thought I was 
miserable a lot of the time. I was so wrapped up in so 
many opportunities and so much happening that a lot of 
the time I never saw what I really had, what I was actu
ally faced with every day. Every part of Pitzer, and 
Claremont, suddenly seems special to me. And I hate 
that I had to go halfway around the world to find that out. 

So, kids, love what you're doing. Do what you love. 
Take advantage of every opportunity every day in 
California. Get the fuck out if you have to - it might help 
you realize how great we have it. 

nfJ\,rc·n1 her l l)C)9 

E
xcerpt from an email my friend's boyfriend sent me: hundred other people, chanting, handing out fliers, block
"Bottom line. grow the fuck up. Sometimes innocent ing a few intersections, and hopefully making people won
people are imprisoned and eYen executed. That's der why we were interrupting their drh·e home and lead

the price we pay for a society that is largely free of crime ing them to seek information. I did the same thing in 
and spends a moderate budget on law enforce- \Vestwood a few days later, blocking e\·en 
ment." more traffic. In case you were wondering, it 

I'd sent my friend a link regarding death ,.,,as brought to my attention that marching 
row inmate Mumia Abu-Jamal, after his doesn't really solYe an)thing. This is 
death warrant was signed. This was a case true. I don ·t kno'"' if the governor of 
I'd ne,·er been pre,iously particularly Pennsylvania, where :Mumia is being 
interested in; I'd seen "Free Mumia" held, knew that I or any others were 
posters, I'd heard stuff at ,·arious shows, taking time out of our own lives to 
and I thought it was too bad that Mumia stand up for the life of someone else. I 
was on death row when the case don't know that our chanting did any-
seemed to have inconsistencies that thing but cause headaches. I don't 
the government was refusing to know that people read the fliers that 
review, but I wasn't too concerned. were passed out. I don ·t know if the 
Yet when I read about the death ·westwood drivers were so annoyed 
warrant, I was struck; :\Iumia was that we blocked Wilshire that they 
neither a fictional character nor a began hoping Mumia would be exe-
lost cause, in fact, Mumia is a real cuted so their drive wouldn't be inter-
person sitting in a prison who just rupted for the same reason again. I 
had a date set for his execution, a date just have to hope that people paid 
about a month away from my writing this. Another attention and were moved to take action. Already, I 
human being, much like the ones wandering around received word that just today ~Iumia's death "·arrant was 
Pitzer, except that we get to hang out with friends, roam at stayed; I'm not sure exactly why, but I doubt that it's per
will, and probably do most of the things we \Vant to, but manent. I assume that at some point a new execution date 
~Iumia can't, and hasn't been able to for 17 years. And '"ill be set; the protesting isn't over yet, but at least for 
there's a chance that he now 11umia has been 
shouldn't have been gi\'en more time. I know 
spending all this time in the goYernment doesn't 
prison, and there's a necessarily haYe to listen 
chance that he didn't do to the people, but raise 
anything that should enough of a ruckus and 
deserve his life m they might. No ruckus is 
exchange. And it raised if people aren't 
occurred to me that sit- willing to get off their 
ting in my room thinking, "that's too bad" isn't going to asses. 
make any sort of difference. It also occurred to me the I'm not going to "grow the fuck up." Sometimes innocent 
danger of thinking within your own sphere; bourgeois lit- people are imprisoned sometimes they're executed, but 
tle me sitting in my dorm room at my that doesn't mean I should sit here feeling 
ex-pensh·e private college, I don't really mildly bad for these people, their families, 
haYe to worry about an} thing past studying their friends, and other future innocent 
for exams or writing papers. I have the people who will find themseh·es punished 
option of sta)ing within my safe little world wrongly. It means that I should have 
and ignoring an)thing going on outside of the Claremont some sense of compassion and feel a bond with other 
Colleges. I have the option of saying "it doesn't concern human beings. It means that if I ever need anyone to 
me" when there are issues about so many groups of people stand up for me and expect anyone to, I have to be willing 
I don't belong to. I'm sheltered and I'm luck·y. There are a to stand up for other people. It means that I don't haYe to 
lot of people who aren't this luck·-y, and there are a lot of accept faults in how our country works. One person los
people ,..,•ho right now can only dream of being fractional- ing years of their life in prison, one person being executed 
ly this lucky. I can't imagine what Murnia dreams of. for a crime they didn't commit is one too many. That one 

And so I felt it my duty to do what I could, which could be you or me. 
meant going downtown to march around ,..,ith several 
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the Gl her ~ide 

Why W i11 Y 0 u W a fk 1 

A 
IDS Walk Los Angeles. For something like 15 
years, thousands upon thousands of people have 
been flooding the streets of Hollywood in an over

whelming support for the fight against AIDS. One of the 
few times there are more people on foot than in cars in 
this city. Havmg lived in LA all of my life. AIDS Walk is 
such a common occurrence to me I don't think I've ever 
taken the time to stop and think about what it really is. To 
me it has always been just another celebrity-studded LA 
charity event, a good cause for sure, but just one in a very 
long line of good causes. It's something I've participated 
in before, but more because I didn't have anything better 
to do on a Sunday in mid-October. Not that I don't care 
about charity work, on the contrary, volunteering is one of 
the things I love most in this world, but AIDS Walk is such 
a huge event, it's almost hard to even think of it as a nor
mal" charity that would value my personal participation at 
all. Normal" charities seldom have so many participants. 
"Normal" charities seldom are such an overwhelming suc
cess. "Normal" charities have to fight to get anyone to 
care. It's horrible that this is my perception of what a char
ity "should" be. but isn't that what most people think of 
when they think of charitable organizations? A few people 
working their butts off trying to get some kind of donation 
from a bunch of people that couldn't give less of a shit? 
That's what I've always thought. AIDS Walk is something 
different though. AIDS Walk actually works. It just never 
occurred to me to ask why. 
At this point I should mention that the day I arrived at AIDS 
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Walk '99, I wanted absolutely nothing Jess than to be 
there. Stupidly I had stayed up all night the night before, 
and even worse the night before that, so by the time I 
arrived there I had been awake for two whole days and I 
was completely exhausted. However, I had promised my 
friend Bill that I would do AIDS Walk with him, and as it 
turned out, I was the only friend of his that he'd asked to 
go who didn't flake out on him already. The fact that at 
least ten people had said they'd do it and then flaked was 
so sad that I couldn't allow myself to do the same thing. If 
it weren't for Bill's insistence that I show up and walk, I 
probably would have just written them a check and let it 
go. I mean, all they really need is the money. right? The 
event wouldn't have suffered had it been short one little 
walker, but I had made a commitment, so, running on zero 
sleep in the past two days, I arrived at the starting line and 
tried to get myself motivated to walk. 
In the attempt to motivate myself, I began to think about 
what motivated the ten thousand other people there to 
show up as well. The complete lack of sleep I'd had in the 
past two days had put me in quite a sour mood, and at first 
all I could think was that they'd shown up to catch a 
glimpse of some random dumb celebrity I couldn't care 
less about. I hate celebrity guest appearances. As if 
Jamie Lee Curtis was going to drive hundreds of miles to 
maybe spot part of me from a thousand feet away. Why 
should I do the same for her, or for anybody? However. 
my complete distaste for the Hollywood types isn't the 
point of this article. The point is, what motivates charity? 

Were all of these people really walking 1 0 kilometers in 
the blazing Los Angeles heat on uneven, cracked Los 
Angeles asphalt because they care? At one point Bill and 
I were walking behind a pair of teenage girls wearing offi
cial AIDS Walk t-shirts bearing the slogan "why will YOU 
walk?" One girl had penned in "because I love my broth
er. • The other girl's shirt said "because I care (and I get 
hours!)" I spent quite a few blocks trying to figure out 
which one was more representative of the general popu
lace. It's sad to think that people only do volunteer work 
to fulfill some sort of obligation - community service, 
course credit, "social responsibility. " I mean, sure, I guess 
the fact that people do charity work at all is a good thing, 
at least they're out there helping, but I guess my idealism 
just isn't satisfied by that. I want people to really care. I 
want people to actually want to help others instead of just 
helping themselves. I mean. I know why I was walking. 
For the same reason I'm up early every Sunday morning 
cooking food to feed the homeless- because I can't seem 
to justify letting my life go to waste. I don't want to wake 
up in the morning, look in the mirror and feel like I've done 
nothing with my life. I might as well help people while I'm 
here on this planet. As I write this, it's been one year since 
my best friend died of cancer. She died having led an 
amazing life; nobody ever accused her of wasting time. 
When I die, I hope to be able to say the same. Maybe 
that's a little selfish too though. Maybe in a way I'm just 
doing charity work to feel better about myself, and that's 
just as selfish as doing it to fulfill some sort of obligation . 

However, I like to think the reason it makes me feel good 
is because I just like helping people, and that's not selfish 
at all. 
By the time we crossed the finish line, I was sore, tired 
and caked in sweat, but I was feeling much better than 
when I started. After all that, I decided that I wasn't going 
to judge people's reasons for getting involved. I couldn't 
even figure out my own. It is an interesting question, what 
motivates charity, but I couldn't possibly begin to answer 
it. A lot of people there had lost friends and family mem
bers to AIDS. Others suffered from HIV and AIDS them
selves. The majority of the people there, however, could 
have been there for any number of reasons, most of which 
I will never know. I could look at a group of high school 
kids that had traveled there en masse and assume they 
were only there because they had to be, but how was I to 
know that for sure, and even then, who am I to judge? It 
goes back to the old question, "does the end justify the 
means?" As long as people are supporting the fight 
against HIV and AIDS, does it really matter that they're 
only doing it so they can catch a glimpse of that girl from 
"ER" at AIDS Walk? Maybe that's why AIDS Walk works 
so well, because they don't question people's motivations, 
they just do whatever it takes to further their cause. If that 
means more celebrity speeches and complimentary 
snacks than you can shake a stick at, so be it, and hats off 
to you, Aids Project Los Angeles, for using Hollywood to 
your advantage. 
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the other side 

T
he Mounds became a site of an amazing col- which has seldom been duplicated, has been its 
lective energy in the Teach-In on Social Justice effort to combat violence through peace and the 
last week, culminating in the enigmatic speech bringing together of an immense magnitude of pea

given by the Reverend Jesse Jackson. Taking an pie. Unlike the most recent reincarnation of 

Woodstock 1969: Peace Fest or "Me" Fest? 
by Nazbanoo 

incidence of racism and police brutality at a local 
level and applying it to the larger world context, he 
voiced important issues covering the whole of social 
injustice and the goal toward an individual moral 
responsibility toward humanity. One of the things 
mentioned was the power of student activism in the 
60's, made exemplary by student activism, specifical
ly the Montgomery March in Alabama. Jackson con
trasted the power of this march against racism, with 
the decadent, self-important, pot-Fest of the original 
Woodstock from the same era. What a statement to 
make, I thought, questioning the aspects of non-vio
lence and togetherness that are remembered fondly 
from Woodstock 1969, part of our very hippie under
belly at Pitzer College. The nature of Woodstock, 
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Woodstock this past summer, which resulted in rape, 
sexual assault and other acts of violence, the original 
Woodstock is often looked to as a time when every
one got along in the goal of harmony, under what 
Jackson referred to as "the big tent". Is he correct in 
labeling this historical event of 1969 as less than 
what people of our generation have perceived it to 
be? Was it just a huge display of a decadent, uncar
ing resentment toward not only institutions and war, 
but also toward our own individual moral responsibil
ity to put into action our supposed need to change the 
world? 

Jesse Jackson was pretty convincing. From a 
college which Princeton Review has found to be one 
of the most politically active universities in the coun-

try, what is our responsibility as Pitzer students to the 
tent in which we live? How do you take the initiate in 
combating institutions of social injustice on both the 
personal and grand scale of things? When you buy 
cigarettes, for example, do you think about the 
effects of second-hand smoke? Do you realize that 
you are buying into one of the most widespread cor
porations headed by a bunch of old White men who 
probably look to events like Woodstock as a sign that 
whenever there are self-absorbed, contused youth. 
there will always be a market for tabacco? How are 
we effected by the images we absorb on a daily basis 
from the media? Is it our responsibility to continue 
the propagation of the society whose images we are 
fed and made to internalize just cause it's easier that 
way, or cool like that? What it really comes down to 
is what events and people are we supposed to put on 
a pedestal and at what times? 

In retrospect, the 1960's was an amazing decade 
of social activism and rebelliousness against social 
norms by which not only racial equality was fought 
tor, but also women's rights, gay and lesbian rights, 
workers rights, etc..... But then what happened? In 
the late 70's and 80's, all of these hard-fought battles 
and activist goals seemed lost on an era composed 
of the self-consuming arne" generation. It is it our 

responsibility to change the tides of evolution and 
bring it back to its core of social justice and commu
nity; without which none of us will be remembered as 
people who actively did anything to make a differ
ence with the chance we had to do it. I appreciated 
the fact that Jackson did not only focus on racism and 
police brutality, but all forms of oppression as inte
grally tied together within the power structure of our 
society. The person who struggles to end racist 
police behavior in Claremont must walk hand-in-hand 
with the those people that struggle against the 
Taliban's treatment of women in Afghanistan as well 
as the people who strive to feed the hungry children 
in Appalachia. 
All of these struggles are connected. 
I think Woodstock provides two valuable lessons 
through which Paul McCartney's lyrics "Let it be" can 
be aptly applied to. Woodstock '69 is an example 
that for a few days, half a million young people were 
able to put aside their differences and let everything 
be the way it is, celebrated through peace and music. 
On the other hand, I never thought "Let it be" a prop
er encompassing philosophy in changing the world 
for the better, to change the ways and wrongs that 
society, and people, have always let be. The choice 
and responsibility is ours. 
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the other side 

In Praise of Apathy 
Compiled by Pinku Chan 

';PHILANTHROPY IS THE REFUGE OF PEOPLE 

WHO WISH TO ANNOY THEIR FELLOW 
CREATURES.n 
-Oscar Wilde, An I deal Husband 

"THE:'\ AG-\1'\. DO '\.OT TELL ME. AS A GOOD \'\A:'\. DID TODA't OF MY OBLIGk 

TIO'\. TO PUT -\LL POOR '1Ei\. 1"\J GOOD SITUATIO'\.S. ARE THEY' \1'r POOR? TELL 

THEE THOU FOOLISH PHIL-\ THROPIST TH-\T I GRUDGE THE DOLLAR THE DI'\·1E. 

""'HE CE'\. T I Gl\ E TO SuCH t\ lE'\. AS DO '\.OT BELO'\.G TO '\ 1E >\'\.D TO \\ HO~v1 l 

DO "\.0-.- BELO'\.G " 

-Ralph Waldo Emerson, Self-Reliance 

"1',\ l "\.OT EuROPE A'\. I DO:'\. 'T PL>\'\. TO BE EUROPEA:'\. SO \\ HO Gl\ ES A 

SHIT I~ -r-HEYRE SOCIALISTS? JHE) COuLD BE F<\SCIST A "\.ARCHISTS A'\.D IT 

STILL ~ OULD"\'T CHA '\.GE THE FACT THAT I DO'\. T 0\\ '\.. -\ CAR. ~O-r

THAT I CO'\.DO'\.E F-\SCIS,\ \ OR -\:'\:D IS'\\S "IS\1S 1"\. '\ \Y OPI'\.10'\. >\RE "'0-.

GOOD A PERSO'\. SHOULD '\oO-r- BELIE\ E 1'\. .-\ '\. IS,\\ . HE SHOULD BELIE\ E 1"\. 

HIMSELF JOH'\.. LE'\.. '\.0:'\. S-\.0 IT 0'\.. HIS FIRST SOLO ALBUM. I 001\J'T 

BELIEVE 1'-1 BEATLES. I JuST BELIE\ E ,'\. ;\1E: A GOOD POI'\. T THERE. AffiR AL~ 

HE\\. AS THE\\ ALRUS. I COULD BE THE\\ ALRUS >\:\JD I'D STILL HAVE TO BU\l 

RlDES OFF PEOPLE " 

-Ferris Buehller's Day Off 

niF YOU AIN'T E\ER BEE'\! TO THE GHETTO DON'T 

E\ ER COfv1E TO THE GHETTO 'CAUSE YOU AII'.'T 

U'\!DERST A1 D THE GI-IETTO Ai\.0 STAY THE FUCK 

OuT OF T~E GHETTO " 

-Naughty By Nature, Euerything's Gonna Be Alright 

-Pitzer College Motto 
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Feet on pillow 
Head on floor 

Upside down and backwards 
I won't be whole no more 

So break me out and pack me up. 
Ship me to hell in a UPS truck ------~--~~ 

Freed from insanity 
Imprisoned by normalcy 

I'm all broken up 
What to do. what to do? 

Heart hung like hammock 
Between you and him 

Foot filled with 
Shards of shattered glass slippers 

Cinderella's no princess no more. 

Look like nails on the chalkboard 
Sending spider down spine 

To dance on each and every fried nerve 

\Vhat to do. what to do? 

So I punctured the sun, 
And buckets of blood came spouting out 

So I shot an arrow at my heart 
_L\nd flames of gold screamed without a shout 

Where was I? 
\Vhere am I? 

Who the hell are you? 

Babies cryin' 
People dyin' 

\Vho cares if you tryin'? 
.l\ren't we all? 

POEM ANONV~10USlV SUBMITTED TO THE OTHEF SIDE 
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the other side 
lence as a part of our lives. We have consented to 

two methods of thought on social activism; be apa

thetic and let the situation worsen or follow blindly in A 
t the Claremont Colleges, there are always 

opportunities to protest, hear a speaker, or 

join a group regarding the social cause or 
the footsteps of someone else. We need not consent 

political ideology of the moment. However, I wonder to the reason or perception of one source because 

that does not make it fact. However, we are always 
what would happen if there were no longer brightly looking for the right reason and so we are willing to 
colored signs telling us to join the new cause. I ques

tion if we would participate in social activism if grad
accept whatever solution or ideology we are pre-

sented with. Let us not accept consent as a method 
uate schools and well-paid jobs did not like to see a of thought. Instead, we should doubt and question 
community service or volunteer section in our 

resumes. A main reason we do participate, among 

many others, is that a problem is presented to us 

The Problem 

the information so we can continue to progress. 

Do you understand the true ideology of the social 

movement or do you merely know the facts you 

of Consent 

were presented with? Instead of accepting the obvi
and does not require any conscious effort to seek it ous we should learn how to differentiate between 
out. I begin to wonder what else we consent to in our 

propaganda and fact. We have become observers 
society that is not placed on the nightly news or the who have not been able to see clearly what happens 

daily bulletin board. I begin to fear that we have in our own society. As we see an image of social 

accepted massive amounts of violence as long as exploitation or injustice how long will it be until those 

they are a safe distance from our reality of coffee- people will become objects in our own mind void of 

houses, new cars, and the serene landscape. As stu- depth or emotion? When these people become 
dents we often worry about what will become of our 

social consciousness when we leave this fa~ade. The 

truth is that if we become students of consent then 

objectified in our mind they no longer reveal much 

importance to us and they will be brushed aside. Our 

glimpses at social injustice cannot become a nui-
we probably will not continue working against the sance that will soon be forgotten in our daily life. 

injustices of our society. In order to have a mean- Our political and social involvement cannot be a sim
ingful impact against social violence we cannot con-

pie interruption, but a consistent and strong force 
sent to accepting it as a truth of humanity and we that will become part of the political process. We can 

must divert from selfish intentions as our primary do this by making it our responsibility to find the 
motive for activism. Instead, we must develop a 

truth through questioning rather than accepting via
moral consciousness that will question and work 

lence as a certainty. We have given in to uncritical 
against the social violence in our world. thought processes that will only lead to our own self-
As a society, we have consented to accepting via-

delusion. We need to find insight in our own motiva-
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tions and reasoning processes because participating dinner. We need to use our acquired knowledge to 

in social activism within false systems of thought will teach and present each other with the information 

cause us to lose sight of morality and humanity. and solutions we find. 

A solution often presented for the problem of con- If we are participating in a social cause because it will 

tinuing meaningful social action after or during col- look good on our resume or to fulfill a certain image 

lege is to engage in individual self-reflection. If we for social acceptance then those are selfish motives. 

look at our own fears and hopes then we will be able If these are the motivations for social action then we 

to understand the fellow thoughts and feelings of will become victims to "selling-out" after we gradu

men. As a leader or participant of a social cause we ate. When I write · selling-out," I do not mean in 

should do this to make a stronger attempt at work- monetary terms or becoming a prominent figure in 

ing with others for effective social change. your career field, rather we will sell out in terms of 

Ultimately, we are all on our own in the process of our moral reasoning. This will happen because our 

redefining and rediscovering to keep the spirit of a motivations were never based on what is real; people 

social movement alive. and emotions are real , not social scenes and trite 

I think all of us have mastered the fine art of analyz- objects. If you were to find you only had two weeks 

ing ourselves, therefore we need to move beyond to live would you rather be remembered by a piece 

this method of thought. The reason we have so of paper with lines on it or by influencing the life of 

many options for working against social violence is another person? 

that too many leaders have looked only at what they We are constantly changing throughout life, but 

need and want. Furthermore, it is not realistic to there are aspects of life that will remain true. We will 

expect that we could always take out time for self- have to continue fighting greed, exploitation of the 

reflection. Time would be wasted away as we emerge innocent, and corruption until there is no longer 

ourselves in solitude while people continue to suffer hunger, poverty, and illness. At one point all of us will 

and live in despair. need to pay rent and put food on the table so we 

marishka nufiez 

Instead, we need to focus our energy on other peo- may not be able to devote time to fighting social vio

ple and building stronger communities. When our lence. Our priorities will shift with the current of life, 

own life is not in extreme turmoil and we are not suf- but there is one thing that should not change and 

fering we need to take time to help others. Because that is our sense of morality and compassion. Being 

as much as we hate to admit, most of us already are ignorant of violence in a society does not prevent a 

on the path to becoming the elite of this country. mass of people from starving and living in constant 

We have the luxury of attending a $30,000 a year fear. Rather then making consent a subconscious 

private college, reading books. going to the multi- habit, we can substitute it with a moral conscious

million dollar student center, and complaining that ness that will remain a constant force in a daily fight 

there aren't enough types of vegetarian entrees at against oppression. 
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Bitch Slap 

( a fronta l attack) 

- -Tien lyn Jacobson--

I go t kicked to t he c u rb 

whi l e the perturbed 

matured to the uperb 

i t ' absurd the best i re erved 

for the mo l disturbed 

while i ' m treated like an ob cured piece of tu r d 

peak to you. bu t you don ' t he a r a word 

mean\\ h ile the abercrombie bitch i being heard 

her t rivia l itie : how he got in a fight \Vi t h her friend 

mu lt iple per analitie s: or h er problem with men 

or the ize of her rea r end 

peaking of crack, he ' ni ffi n 

"hile you l isten- hanging onto e\·ery \\O r d 

of daddy ' whack l iule girl 

in hope tha t thi deficit 

buy you an expen i ve chri tmas gift 

dripping in ap 

an d wra p ped in all her crap 

i stepped in it once. 

had lO :.crape h e r off with a rock 

bu t t h e tenc h o f the wench 

gave me a toxic hock. made my !>tomach clench 

ubcon - ciou I) gone pavlo\. 

ye · terday i got bit b} a hi y fit 

h ad a litrle tu le. replaced the muzzle. 

put h er back on her lea h. 

k in ner box m;. way th rough mi 

quawk and i l l - in tended crock 

snot ' s 

dodge her wo r ds tha t are pit a n d hacked 

in a futile attack 

aimed at my back 

but when it comes to real damage. 

that !>poiled brat ' " axed. 

o i can re lax thou gh crap pill out her mou t h like exla .x. 

no e \\ ay up there . .. 

and her feet da ng l ing in the air ... 

i often envied 
his opium-based genius 

and that's about all i can say 
upon the death of william s. burroughs 
because i don't believe he's dead 
just as i don't believe chares bukowski is dead 
or allen ginsberg 
or jack keroac, whom they've been telling me 
is dead 
for a long, long time. 
my grandmother 
is dead 
my dog 
is dead 
and they are silent 
but william s. burroughs 
speaks to me every night 
from the same typewritten pages he spoke from 
before his pickled corpse 
ceased to be animated 
and they lowered 
what was not really his voice 
into the ground. 

ugly 
a vomitous swelling in the back of the throat 
rises up 
choke on it 
choke it down until you 
drool 
the part where it boiled over 
(it glides over the lips 
smooth, frothy, like venom) 
reaches critical mass and 
it spews forth 
it spits, it sprays 
it explodes all over the calm exterior 
it coats the pretty flowers and blocks out the sunbeams 
penetrating 
seeping into the cracks 

shapely legs 
she has such 
beautiful 
shapely 
legs 
I wonder 
what would it be 
like 
to have such 
strong, curvy muscles 
such 
nice 
legs 

and such a tragically ugly face 
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stand in rela

tionship to the 

bands or 
VVhere's My T-welve Dollars? 

wou n ave gone 

to the show and I 

sure as hell 

wouldn't have paid 
whether or not I twelve dollars for 
respect the~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ it. Because without 

barrier in my quest for good pictures of hot water music the kids at that show, security wouldn't have anyone to 

(or for one meat head to argue with me while another tried "secure." They wouldn't have a job and the glasshouse 

to pick me up by my arms and move me back to where 1 wouldn't be able to afford to have bands like sick of it all 

was "supposed to" be). I don't go to wherever it is they play. Because we make this scene and. especially accord

hang out on the weekends and regulate their behaviors. 1 ing to the capitalist way of thinking which. let me remind 

don't have the right to do that nor would I expect to. you. is the mindstate of the show promoters and the club 

Because no matter how "underground" we like to think owners, we paid twelve dollars to have a good time and be 

hardcore is or how subversive our "way of life" is. we treated with the same respect that anyone else would 

still struggle for the simple right. within our own com- demand within these walls. Because we've become so dis

munity. to enjoy music and be ourselves and govern our empowered and silenced and "put in our place· by a power 

own actions and find sanctuary from the outside world. structure that devalues youth (especially youth who look 

where record execs and bill gateses and parents and police different or think differently) that we tolerate this des

and politicians control every other aspect of our lives. potism. We may even justify it by thinking ·well, there 
This is the one place where I have always found refuge 
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DOLOR (pain) 

It can be a classy affair 
served on silver platters 
with cliche garnish 
accompanied by a glass of appropriate merlot 
and the pleasant chat 
of those who know to dab with napkins 

Or cast in good Christian extrapolations 
laced with glory 
by the precedent of David 
faithed away 
with reference to sweet later 
by way of stoic now 

Or quiet 
not like a monk 
or a mountain setting 
but like a scream 
that finally dies 
in the mouth of a cave 

Poetry by Eli Hastings 

._... ~ -- -

RISING 

I awoke with blood on my hands salt on my 
cheeks and cursing the dawn with its shat
tering whispers of the beginning of another 
round called Tuesday or maybe now 
wednesday but anyway too many blows 
rain to maintain solely for the sake of pride 
and title and so fabricated lists of lists of 
reasons clutter my corner to keep me from 
watching the foolish blatancy of the wall's 
blank 
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I f you go to Pitzer College, you might pay 
tuition. Pitzer College in turn employs bro
kerage firms to invest some of that tuition 

money in publicly traded stocks. These 
stock holdings support the activity of 
whichever corporations in which Pitzer holds 
stock. For example, Pitzer holds over 1.5 million 
units of stock in Unocar (USA) and Total (France). In 
the Southeast Asian country of Burma, these corpo
rations are involved with a natural gas pipeline-build
ing venture with the State Law and Order Restoration 
Council (SLORC), a brutal military regime which nul
lified the democratic elections of 1990, arrested the 
leaders of Burma's National League for Democracy, 
and thereby illegally rose to power. 

The gas pipeline is planned to run across 41 miles of 
Southeast Burma, through an area inhabited by the 
Karen, Mon and Tavoy peoples who have partial con
trol of the region. To make way for the pipeline, 
SLORC has gone to such lengths as forced village 
evacuation, forcing villagers to work on road-building 
for the project, and beating and torturing people too 
sick to work. In reference to threats by the Karen and 
Mon armies, who are trying to protect their people, 
Unocal president John lmle said: "If you threaten the 
pipeline, there's going to be more military. If forced 
labor goes hand in glove with military, yes, there will 
be more forced labor. For every threat to the pipeline 
there will be a reaction." 

Let us consider deeply, beyond the level of just read
ing another horror story, beyond just another leftist 
news flash unable to break through to our desensi
tized minds. Let us envision clearly that certain 

Burmese people are being beaten to death because 
they are too sick to build roads for the construction of 
a gas pipeline, mandated by multinational corpora
tions, in which Pitzer has invested funds that you paid 
to it in the form of tuition. Is it horrifying that such 
things are happening at all, let alone linked to us, 
mere college kids? 

Of course, Pitzer is invested in a host of other ques
tionable firms, such as: 
• General Electric (manufactures triggers for nuclear 
warheads) 
• Motorola (provides microchips for anti-personnel 
landmines) 
• Chevron, Exxon, USX Corporation (members, 
Global Climate Coalition, a group lobbying to stall 
action on reducing greenhouse gas emissions) 
• Proctor and Gamble (vivisection) 
• Royal Dutch Petroleum/Shell (disastrous oil drilling 
in Nigeria has polluted water and farmland of the 
Ogoni people, who were attacked by the Shell-fund
ed military for protesting) 

Do you like that? Would you have it another way if 
you could? 

* * * 

In the Pitzer Catalogue 1999-2000, under the head
ing of Educational Objectives, it states: 
.. by undertaking social responsibility and by 
examining the ethical implications of the 
issues they explore, students learn to evalu
ate the effects of actions and to take respon
sibility for making the world we live in a bet
ter place ... throughout and beyond their 

.. 

undergraduate careers ... 

That's very interesting. Built into the educational 
architecture of our college is the requirement that we 
consider the processes and structures of which we're 
a part, to consider how our actions implicate us in 
effects further down the road. 

In light of this, the Pitzer Divestment Committee, an 
offshoot of the Ecology Center, is working to remind 
students that our college spends money in certain 
ways, and that we could make our college represent 
social responsibility with its financial power. 

Working with the Board of Trustees, which is respon
sible for managing the college's endowment, we aim 
to shift their investment policy away from uncon
scious support for irresponsible corporations, 
towards using their stockholder power to influence 
corporate practice, and finally divest completely from 
firms that refuse to clean up their act. This is called 
Socially Responsible Investment (SRI), wherein man
agers of SRI funds screen potential corporations 
according to key principles such as: Environment, 
Labor, Equity, Disclosure, Human Rights, 
Indigenous Peoples' Rights, Safe and 
Beneficial Products, and Animal Welfare. 
For instance, they would seek companies with posi
tive programs, such as pollution prevention and 
resource conservation, and avoid companies that are 
major polluters, have consistent compliance prob
lems, or use nuclear power. 

We are involved with the Student Alliance for 
Corporate Reform (StARC), a nationwide movement 
with over 50 member universities, which aims to unify 
student demands for responsible investment into a 
strong voice, backed by the power of numbers. In 
terms of shareholder activism, this power could take 
the form of a list of demands, signed by college offi
cials, presented to the decision-makers at (Your 
Favorite Socially Irresponsible Corporation's name 
here). 

The beauty of this campaign is that it addresses the 
various issues that concern the spectrum of campus 
groups .. . you address the environmental degradation, 
human rights abuse, labor relations and violations, 
etc. This is an opportunity for superficially uncon
nected groups to take a collective stand! 

Be on the lookout for kids walking around with peti
tions. By signing on, your name will be delivered to 
the Pitzer Board of Trustees as a student calling on 
them to 'evaluate the effects of actions and to 
take responsibility for making the world we 
live in a better place'. Tell other kids about it, 
increase awareness about where our tuition is going, 
and generate the demand that Pitzer College live up 
to its ideals! 
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We bring good things to life. 

&t 
It is our potiq• to 

-:ont111ue pushmg the 

en elope ~hen 1t com 

to developing •alidating and 

us01g ne 31t rnat&ve te methods 

so e can reduce our need to do 

ammal testma and \ e ho~ . 

somed3} to elimina it ' 

John E. Pepper 
en an Proc r & mot co. 

-

~•~----I~H_e_y_k_i_d_s ___ h_a_v_e_y_o_u __ s_ee_n __ th_i_s_?~j 
r------------------------------------~ I 

DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR TUITION IS GOING? 

As Pitzer College students, we are part of an institution that has a historical commitment to ·social 
responsibility". In the college course catalogue, under the heading of Educational Objectives, it 
states: 

"by undertaking social responsibility and by examining the ethical implications of the issues they 
explore, students learn to evaluate the effects of actions and to take responsibility for making the 
world we live in a better place ... throughout and beyond their undergraduate careers·. 

HERE IS KNOWLEDGE: Pitzer's Board of Trustees sets the policy by which OUR tuition is 
partially invested in the stock market. Holding stock in a corporation shows market support for its 
business practices and activities. BUT, since the corporate track record is rife with abuses of 
humans and our environment, we should be sure that our school's investments truly reflect OUR 
values and avoid such abuses. 

As such, the Pitzer Divestment Committee is calling on the Board of Trustees to screen cor
porate investment according to key principles of social responsibility, such as: Environment, Labor, 
Equity, Disclosure, Human Rights, Indigenous Peoples' Rights, Safe and Beneficial Products, and 
Animal Welfare. 
In doing so, we align with the Student Alliance to Reform Corporations (StARC), a grassroots stu
dent movement seeking to stop corporations' abuses of power at over 50 campuses nationwide
and growing. This campaign for Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) is based on utilizing OUR col
lege investments to influence corporate policy, and offering SRI alternatives with comparable rates 
of return. 
So sign this petition and send a STRONG message to the Pitzer Trustees that you want their 
investment policy to reflect our values of social responsibility!!! 

·wE, the undersigned Pitzer College students, call on our Board of Trustees to 'evaluate the effects 
of actions and to take responsibility for making the world we live in a better place'; reconsider the 
implications of its investments; and act on this by adhering to principles of Socially Responsible 
Investing." 

NAME (printed) SIGNATURE YEAR EMAIL 

I 
I 
I 

~------------------------------------~ rh~ii:··~·hy-·d~~-... --y~~--~iir;·~~-d--~~~·-u:;i~i···it·y~~~-do~-~--~ith····t;i~--p~iiii~~·:··ih·~-~--~hy .. d;·~;•·y-;·~---··- ····· ·1 

~ attach your name to the bottom and send it to Pitzer box #823. thanks, and remember that j 

L~.~-=~~~~-~-~~: .. ~: .. ~~~ --~~~-~--~--~-~~-~~--~~~~--~-~~~~~-~-~:~.:: ......................................................................................... ..1 

Well then, take a look at this! 
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It . rommg b~;. 

T\\Cl n2r. .ater 
lthou~ht 11 had .JI p:L~ 

Burl ~'ll~' I w-as wrung 
I i.xlthe 'trong ntttlto U) 

To pour my heart out 

To let lhe re:w. JU't pour and pour 
Bml c:m·r 

\o 0\JIIer how bld~· there is a neoo for me lO just Cl\ 

I am unable 10 

It hurb ~ badly rnside 
I fed as If ffi\' hean i., breaking 

It b (TJdong ,kmi~ ~lowly 

m 11 w1ll detenorate 
I fed :b if I c:m'r breathe 

How am I to go oo? 
My grandfJther left me in - th grade 

~I\' two belo,·ed cou'ir~ were taken JWJ\' by ~lu-rular ~"'trophy 
• ~ly brother Jlmo..t drowned 

.\nd then CJught h~-poilief1Tll3 

.\nd then my 'l~er 
Oh dear .\lira 

he w-a" uch a liule child 
To go through ..a much 

To almO:>t rue 
To ha\·e en~rythmg colh~ 

To go through )\n:h trJUill3 

I Jim "t ICk>t her 
.\ly "hole \iew on life has changed 

"'Ull:u nt"Xt;.~ 

I ;;;r.· 10 m~-.;eif 

"Teu me. who~ next'" 
Will it be beJO\oo ~hweta. .\tirJ'~ rnin; 

Or wil11t be Papa 
WiU it be ~lummy? 

Or will it be me? 
\\"illl really lose my beiO\ oo ''~rer next time? 

And th~ \'bioos 

The:-e homble \lSIIJfb 

They~ me ro death 

The pmr.s are there 
And they "fnd a ign 

I ge~ the \'biOn 

And my poor ' bier romplaJm. of p:nn 

on after the \'bK>n 
\\no·, nexr? 

I -.cre:u11 

With rc."JJ' rolling down m~· face 
I throw m\ ,df on mY bed 

.\nd bury mr ,nuJI tremblmg h:lrKh 

Inro m~ "et tearful f:!ce 

r f 

.\nd '00 
"Who L' it gomg to be lht-. ume?" 

I w 1pe m} teat' 

I --a bJcUy need to w:. to meone 
But I c:m'1 
I c:m·rrell m}' fam~ 
Ther ha\e enough ro worry Jbour 

.\nd I loYe tlkm roore th:m life u:,elf 
I :'>Ofily feel my ~t fnen<h piCture 
And cry 

\\'anung br htm to ju't hold me 
.\nd tell me C\·e~1hmg will be alright 

But I doo'1 w-ant htm to fttl SJd 100 

He·, roo ·peci.lJ 

.\I} heart beaL" fa.-rer and fu rer 

And I feel a big buN of pain 

tike u ~ ~· mg '(.. expltxle Jn} mmute 
I 'hut my en;:, 
And , Jowl\ open lhem 

Runourside 

I1u'1 run and run 

ntJvc-n1 her 1')99 

.\lr ~hoes m:Jke a quiet 'i<>und as they h11 lhe fre;hl\ f:!Uen ,now 

I run 
I run from the cold 

I run liom mr emotJOth 
I run from life 
_\nd f\-e~· s1ep wipe m~ 1~ 

.\!) hean !hum~ louder and louder 
h can't keep up 
And I f:ill 0\·er 

In the Ke "'-old , now· 
_\nd Just m· lhere 

•unds of feet runmng through the .;now 

But I don r mo\'e 

Thersmp 
-~leghL" 

He leall." down and CliTII!' me 10 his room 
I'm pale 

\fhne <b thai '11< '" our there 
He feeb m\ face 

'Xitlv Gemlv 

And hoi&. Ilk m hi' 3fl1'b 

Color ~tlfu ro return to m\ f:!ce 

I manage to k .>k tn!O his t'\l!' Jnd tear. roll down mr fke 
And he hold, me m ht, a.m'b 
N_,.;e:, me -.oftly 

.\nd whi!opel' "En~r)lhing L' going to be .ilnght~ 

He rooche., m' f:Ju~. kb-,e-. me. pub hl' arm tenderly around me. and we walk out in lhe :-now 
Hand 1.0 hand 

By: Meghavi Shah 
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I
n response to Jesse Jackson's talk at the Irvin Landrum rally 
and the "Politically Incorrect" discussion on race I have been 
urged to write about justice. specifically the injustice of White 

and male privilege. Justice. I hear this word tossed around 
everywhere, especially at Pitzer. It makes me glad that people 
are concerned with justice, but more often than not I see a 'rel
ativistic justice' which in my mind is not just at aiL 'Relativistic 
justice' can be defined as justice based on varying or relative 
conditions such 
race or gender. 
dishonest form 
·justice· gives merit to 
people, but not to others. 

Allow me to · 
myself. Hi, my name is Steve Beard and when I was born, I 
instantly had two great advantages going for me in this society. 
I was born a White male. It was as if I was born on one of those 
moving sidewalks, like the ones in airports that move you along 
without exercising your body or mind. I didn't do anything. but I 
was put ahead of others, given special opportunities and privi
leges. 

White males (phenotypically identical to me) estab
lished the systems, politics and economy in the US. The ideals. 
concepts and privileges centered on White men. These privi
leges have been 
passed onto every 
White person and 
male since the 
conception of poli
cy and actions 
made by White 
males. This is a 
problem, however 
I will not argue that 
we must fight the 
"Man" because the 
"Man· is made up 
of individuals. It is 
not an ambiguous 
evil system that is 
the problem it is 
people using and 
abusing White and 
male privilege. 
Individual human 
beings set White 
and male privilege in-motion, not the "Man.· Today I. as a White 
male, am still benefiting from the actions of my ancestors. 
Individuals sustain the problems of White and male privilege by 
abusing the privileges to manipulate others and by ignoring or 
not being aware of their privilege. 

I think everyone will agree that if I use my privilege to 
abuse a person then that is wrong. To walk around at night and 
attack a woman is wrong. To use my White privilege to get a bet
ter job is not just. There can be no relativism about that. there is 
no "hey. whatever works for you is ok: Justice is justice and rel
ativism is not just. Relativism is defined as "Ant theory holding 
that criteria of judgement are relative. varying with individuals 
and their environments: Most people will agree that abuse of 
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privilege is wrong. but some may not agree that lack of aware
ness of privilege is just as damaging and unjust as abuse of 
privilege. By ignoring the reality, privilege continues to thrive 
and injustice remains out of control. 

Here are some examples. This abuse and lack of 
responsibility of privilege is found in nearly every part of our 
lives. From banks to grocery stores corruption can be found in 
the most basic and complex parts of life. I spent a portion of my 

summer in Lincoln 
and Boyle Heights. 
which are next to 

downtown Los Angeles. The sim
ple conveniences of supermar
kets, such as Ralph's or Vans, do 

not exist. The amenities of Claremont are not found in these 
predominantly Non-White areas; it is exhausting to shop around 
for items that can be easily attained in a supermarket. Most peo
ple have to travel to 7 different stores because supermarkets do 
not want to locate in urban Non-White areas. The banks are 
also missing from metropolitan Los Angeles, whereas in 
Claremont banks litter our town. In the urban setting of Los 
Angeles an illegal practice known as ·red lining' often takes 
place. Bank officials draw red lines around certain communities 
and will not place their institutions in them. This occurs in Non

White communities 
and excludes many 
people from the 
access and 
resources of banks. 
People have money 
and they want the 
resources of banks. 
but the banks do 
not want to be in 
Non-White neigh
borhoods. Though 
banks will probably 
never admit to 'red 
lining', it is obvious 
that something cor
rupt is taking place. 

Another 
example of male 
privilege is my free
dom to run and 
travel where I want 

to. I usually run late at night when the environment is cool and 
tranquiL Yet, many of my female friends can not do that without 
the fear of someone attacking or harming them. I have a privi
lege. I can do what I please and I am not restricted by political, 
economical, social and moral constructs because White males 
made most of the constructs in our nation. The constructs are 
for the benefits of White male's safety. economics, and repre
sentation in this country. I have several female friends who do 
not feel comfortable walking around late at night One friend told 
me she wanted to go to a rock concert, but didn't feel safe. I feel 
comfortable walking or running late at night and don't need to be 
concerned about my safety as much as most women. I have a 
privilege. 

More examples. I love Mexico and studying the US- the White privtlege he or she has and the male privilege he has. 
Mexico border. yet injustice blazes along this international bor- DeaL It is equally unjust if we do nothing as if we abuse the priv
der. Paternalism (male privilege) and Racism (White privilege) ilege. It is remarkable to me that most White people and males 
flood this 2,000-mile stretch of land. I spent Fall Break in Mexico are not aware of their privileges. We, as Whites and males, 
with some other students from Claremont. They left before me don't want to be aware of our pnvileges. I don't want to be held 
and so I walked across the border like I had done many times responsible, I can say "it was my ancestors. but I'm not that 
before. Every time I have walked across I have had no prob- way.· Sorry, but I have not only inherited the genes of my ances
lems. I have used my Washington driver's license, US passport tors: I have inherited their White and male privileges. Something 
and even my Pitzer ID. Yet, this time I didn'1 have any docu- must be done. 
ments with me, then I realized I had a photocopy of my pass- I love Pitzer. I love Pitzer and I don·t want White or male 
port. I knew that a photocopy was not a legitimate document, privilege to get in the way of justice. I don't want watered down 
but I also knew that if I smiled and my pearly white teeth blend- relativistic justice for that is no justice at aiL A human being 
ed in with my white skin I would glide across the border. I needs to be treated as a human being -period. 
crossed with no problems.lf~~~~--~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~= I can go to a bank and 
This would definitely not get a better loan than a 
work for most people who g_;. ~ Tbt Strrtt11ryljSuu .... ~ Non-White person. I can 
are not White. There exists a o/ tiN Umtni St~~tn of Amtrir" go to a car dealership and 

L-L... tr~'"l11J 11/J u-h.m tJ M4) roru""' to Jltnntl tiN Cltiunl double standard in our soci- '~"''J .. - get a better price for the 
ety a standard that is not ~ ~1 of lht lini!td Sl41l11t4"'_tJI bnrin 

10 ~ ~ exact same vehicle than a 
.: -- ~ -rt.'ltbo:~t tk/4y or binJr11rur 11nJ rn laJt •f "-"~· · · -

just. The double standard is ..,.... giu 4 JI 14ufol•i4 """ pn11m ;0 ,_ Non-White human being. I 
the same thing as 'relativistic have privileges and I will 
justice;' the lack of a con- u Sm$irr J'£wt let go of my privileges for 
stant principle for judging is tk; £uts-Unis Jiimmqr.t the cause of justice. How 
not fair. pnt JUr In priJmtn toutn llutoririJ fompizmtu dt lainrr paJJrr do I let go of my privileges? 

~~ OfD1'1! ou rtJJDrtisuml tks £11lts-Unis titld4irr du priJmt Pill!lfM rt, 
Mexico is only 139 ~ titns JJI4i m· Jiffirulli ,:, m (aJ tk lomi,, dt lui ammi,.- How has this changed me? 

miles from Pitzer College. I touu 11id1 11 prouai, tq;rimlJ. I let down my privileges by 
can drive there in less than 3 first being aware and then 
hours. Yet, I spend more -~ ~72 ~ ~'Zl . 

1 
discerning what is right. It 

than 3 hours every week in ~~ !'d!Y. ~ has benefited my relation-
my Mexico-US border class ~ SIG'unnoriiEAti15Jc~nll£oL' nTL-unu: ships with people to an 
talking about theories on ·-~·,... -·-· NOTYAUDUifT1LSIGIIED amazing degree. Justice 
immigration and injustice ~ ....,. _ ___ _ ~ takes place within relation-
along the border. Not once ships: I have learned to be 
has anyone, including 8 ~l' t4 :ot ·~~Jill~''" .. ··· ··· more compassionate and 

- T~lc&. C..d-"'0 """ .. .., PASSPORT NO •NO CVI'ASSCPO/fi 

myself, brought up a practi- p - - _,.__.- 15 42112" 5 aware of the truth. Today _,_ 
cal solution or an action plan BEARD there are few cross burn-
to put an end to the injustice. .. _ , ..._ ings (it disgusts me that 
Don't get me wrong, I sup- ..!!..E~ THOMAS there are any). but the 
port education and dis- I UNr"ED STATESOF A.WENCA ~ institutionalized racism in 

~-~~--~ ~ cussing theories and talking o7 MA Y /M Al 78 • - the United States stems 
about ideas -but what a mis- s. s- ....,.,..., , ~.--. from White and male privi-

M WASHINGTON, MX 
erable education we are 1• •- ,-·....._. - ---'-"'"'·- lege. Something must be 
receiving if there is no 13 JUN/JUN 96 12 JUN/JUN 06 done to relinquish this 

..._..,., ~ ·~ 
action. Our professors and PAS SPORT AG ENCY ~ra~-. unjust privilege that I have 

)r 
SEEP..riE. 

peers can not forcefully feed ~ ' . 2 _, had since I was bam. 
~ _ SEATTLE 

justice into our hearts and If you think I am 
souls. Something needs to P<U SABEARO«ST EVEN<THOMAS< «<«<«««««« wrong, Ok, but don't just sit 
change; we must change 121_5 SUSA 7805075,.0606125 «««<«««« 4 there, don't be complacent; 
and do justice. Justice may don't let relativism suck 
be manifested in many dif- you down the drain of 
ferent of ways, but we can•----------~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;iiiiiii..--. _______ _ injustice. If you are White 

either produce justice or injustice. or a male. please do not remain on the moving sidewalk. 
I am not saying that only males and Whites have privi- Realize that opportunities come to you and don't come to oth

leges. There are immeasurable wonderful things about being a ers; let go of the privileges. Get involved. talk about ideas, be 
woman or Non-White. However, it is important to realize that the open and then do something. It is worthless if we merely sit 
foundation of our systems were created by White-male ideals around and talk. Do justice, go to classes, go to meetings, 
and today, in many respects, these ideals that create privileges explore. and ask questions. Don't be complacent deal with 
still remain. The vein of institutionalized ractsm and paternalism White and male privilege. 
is within every White person and every male who must deal with 
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the o\ her side 

Mr. 
Tsebrevi Lo 
submits to 
T.O.S.(whe 
n in Rome 
rant like a 

gloomy 
Roman) 

~· 30. 

"Integrity" 

I found her by the side of the road, 
Discarded & Unloved. 
She was what was 
to become of me. 
She was all the potential I'd ever had, 
red, scarred 
derailed. 
Everything that I liked about her was gone. 
And from her skull I 
pulled the best 
of my good intention, 
held it close to my heart 
and against my thick sternum I 
pushed her. 
For all she was worth, I pushed 
and I felt every bone in my chest 
push her back. 
Kept away from 
not a heart, 
beating with life, 
but a mirror. 
A reflection of a heart, 
the reflection was mine, 
two dimensional. 
The illusion was mine but not the heart. 
Behind the mirror, ill will , it has kept 
my beautiful dreams hidden. 
It has put me by the side of the road 
pounding an empty fist 
against a hollowed chest. 

Trusting 

During hurricanes 
wind and rain paste 
soft wet leaves to the windows 
making the whole house dark. 
The boats still tied up 
with strong sailors' knots 
full of sand and water, 
sometimes crabs. 

Do you want me to 
hold you like that, 
my heart all wrapped up 
in this thing like old rope? 

And I say, looking at you straight eyed, 
rm just going to love you 
like all those things. 
and in the morning, 
we'll peel off the leaves, 
collect things that washed 
ashore during the storm. 
Everything smelling 
like salt, like turned earth. 

• .. 

. - . ,.,.. 

·" 
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the other side 
ed into Japanese until the day before the vote. 

Democracy? I think not. 
This undemocratic institution is a threat even to local 

citizen action. The state of Massachusetts passed a selective 
purchasing law, effectively prohibiting business relations with 
companies that operate in Bunna due to the continual abus
es of labor there and the Burmese government's blindness. 
even participation, in those injustices. The EU and Japan are 

T
he ~orld Trade Organization is a four-year-old supra- now taking the state of Massachusetts to WTO court, alleg
natlonal body created to govern the growing field of ing the Massachusetts law violates the WTO agreement 
world trade. Established to promote economic growth because it "allows the award of contracts to be based on 

through the implementation of the principles of free trade political instead of economic considerations. • This is an 
{sounds hannless enough), the WTO has established a set example of the tremendous power the WTO has assumed, 
of global trade and commerce rules empowering large, multi- yet most people know nothing about it. The WTO can strike 
national corporations at the expense of citizens and their down legislation that citizen's call for, yet they themselves are 
governments. It has passed laws that effectively make cor- accountable to no one. Purchasing power is one of the few 
porations, organizations that are motivated by profit, more tools citizens have in affecting the world today, yet the WTO 
powerful than governments, and other corporate organi
organizations that were created c"~.~~~~~l!'l'!-~~~~~~'?-~~~~~;v.~><:~~:_l!:!!~~-.~~~~'-:....~:-~~~!:ll!!. ,::,!e'~~t~~~~~~-?~~!!'!l!yl!l!!:tp;"'!'-~!"Jl~~""!~~!!l!3!1'!!:,~!!'!!~-!!!'~~-:-e....,..,.-~-ll!!''%!1!'1:;_!!""~-z:." zation within the U.S.. like 

by and for the people. The World .JWheri the U;.S~'_Senate.·voted··· USA Engage and the 
Trade Organization currently has ~-· - · -· - - -. National Foreign Trade 
134 member countries, including ::iori~joiniri'g~-f~Ralph~~-N a·der.,~ Council, are seizing this 

all •major• world economies j:;orfered 19,000_~~-qollais _to'·anv.-~! power from the citizens by 
except China. That is part of the - S - h ·- . . J '-- - restricting our governments 
reason why the U.S. has been so ~- e~at~r~:-W. 0-~CO_U}d~Sign~ a~ ability to make policies that 
nice to China lately, giving them ~-pledge ~Stating _tl].ey,had read~.· accord with citizen values. 
most favored nation status and rth · ·d The grievances go 
over-looking their continued ~ ~~~agreement· an --:answer;,~ on and on, and the worst 
abuse of human-rights. The 1:,ten'-qUeStiOnS~ abOUt_·._w_hat i~1i aspects of this experiment in 
WTO gains it's authority when a ~saidtNo·~·one·~answered :the~' free trade, is that the coun-

~~~iz;;s th~eg~~ur~ha~~~~\h~~ £·diallenget~~ ,- -.;:_.3 -.: · -~~- !~~s t~~:eth~o~~s~xt~u1~!~ 
charter binds the nation to a ==~~~%i;.'~i~~~f from the policymaking in the 
series of conditions that must be trade body. Those countries 
adhered to and a long list of rules that must be followed. The are, predictably, the nations of the Third World. In the name 
500 page document is a formidable reading assignment, but of free trade, the WTO opens up the borders of a less-devel
the consequences of joining are not to be taken lightly. The oped nation to the heavily industrialized multi-national corpo
WTO employs dispute-settling boards, judicial councils rations that dominate the developed world. A country is for
whose members are often drawn from the corporate world bidden from favoring companies from within if s own borders, 
and protected by anonymity, that can overturn legislation or even applying tariffs on foreign companies. This is a sen
governments have passed protecting labor rights, the envi- ous threat to state sovereignty and less developed countries' 
ronment or public health, if they are deemed as threatening {LDC) hopes for escaping economic dependency. It means 
to a companies ability to sustain economic growth. WTO local products made by small-scale production within a third 
court has already declared several environmental laws in the world country are now to be thrust into competition with the 
US illegal at the bequest of foreign corporations. These same product mass-produced in a factory by a multi-nation
include the Marine Mammal Protection Act, The US Clean Air at. In the name of fair trade and cheaper prices for the con
Act and certain provisions in the Endangered Species Act. sumer, industries starting up in LDC's are open to predatory 
There is no appeal process! When the u .S. Senate voted on marketing by larger companies from ·economies of scale: 
joining, Ralph Nader offered 10,000 dollars to any Senator To counter those newly imposed economic barriers to "devel
who could sign a pledge stating they had read the agreement opment: the WTO offers the argument of ·comparative 
and answer ten questions about what it said. No one advantage. • This is based on the view that the less-devel
answered the challenge. Only one senator, Hank Brown from oped nations hold an advantage over their industrialized 
Colorado, after hearing about Naders offer, then read the counterparts in the production of certain goods. Their labor is 
document and changed his vote from yes to no. Consider cheap, and there are few environmental regulations govern
that when the Japanese Diet {legislature) voted on their ing industrial production, pollution etc. Through acts like the 
nation·s membership, the 500-page •treaty" was not translat- Multi-lateral Agreement on Investment, MAl, companies will 

be allowed to move their capital (factories) to the country in 
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n•Jven1be r 19Y9 
the world with the lowest wages, and the least regulation this one organization. All sentient beings would come, but 
(labor or environmental protection laws). While supposedly only us humans have the brainpower to recognize the WTO 
bringing jobs to countries that don't presently have them, this for what it is and the ability to act on it Stopping the WTO is 
actually encourages a downward spiraling of wages and a pretty idealistic goal, so there is a core list of demands that 
work standards, a "race to the bottom: In this scenario the activists from around the world have decided on delivering to 
elite leaders of LDC's are ignoring the pleas of their workers. the WTO. It demands a stop to the passage of further free 
animals, plants and land in order to attract investment from trade legislation without fi rst investigating the effects of what 
multi-national corporations that care only about profit. Under the WTO has already passed. Not a very radical demand, 
the MAl, countries are also forbidden from requiring foreign only that this new organization check in with the people living 
companies to provide social under its policies before 
programming and the com- ~::lll!!!~~.~o-~-~~~;~:-'<r~~~~~--!t'C!'Fd':$!!'!'::~::!!~'!"!:.!!;f-:"l!!_~~- ~;.:~{~~:.~-~~~!"..'!._-:~~~~--!!I!'-~~~-(~.J¥~~~~!!'!i:~!'!! .. :!'I!O!.,,.,!'Il".,ll!'!!',r!'!!'~~~!!'!!!--"ll!"!;;!'l!~ll!!'.~!l!!-~!!!l- '""' __ ~=>ll"!-._--: .. _ they put more laws on the 
pany is free to leave when --T_hrough :,·:actsr_,like:th·e=-~·Mu·-. lti·~~ books. The WTO doesn't 
the wages start to rise, or , ~ have to fall, it just needs 
standards are enacted. The -Jate~-Agreement'" 0~ In~estinerit} some mechanism to check 
effectsofthisarefeltandwill -~.- O_mpafii~~-;~_Will_. be~allOWed~tO_ itself. Currently there is 
continue to be felt by all the . - - nothing "above" them so its 
workers of the world. as ~m~ye~Jheir:~capitat_Xfact<;>riesfto up to those below them to 
American workers are now ~th~_~olinW in the. )VOrldj vith _Ule: give that message. For 
competing against the labor I - - -- those of us unable to tell it to 
of people whose devalued ~- __ 0 '!'( e S ~~;w:a g e ·S i~a n .d3: th e~J eaSt_~ them in Seattle, November 

local currencies attract :~egulatiOn_;;(Jabpr~~O(~,enVirOil~· 30th is an International Day 
American companies which · tal · · · . · - -1 ' · ) ---Whil · of Action against the WTO. 
can pay them only a 51.50 a ~~en __ prote~Ott_~ a~S ~~- -- • e:: Find out about what's hap-
day. These policies have ~~upp_qse-dly;.p_tingiii'g-cjobs-Lto·i peninginyourarea, orcam
already attracted the wrath ·countr• es··th· . t "d 't'· - - t1 ' pus, or make something 
of American unions, due to - -:. · J · ,., a :~ 0~ --p~esep. - Y happen with a group of tel-
the continued cutting of jobs : h~ye:~~emi;lhiS.-actU~Y~~eriCOUr~~: low humans. Take time to 

in our industry due to foreign Jlge_ ~-:~~~~,dO";N_n_. "!/, _ ard __ -~-spiraling· .--:O __ f _ _.~ educate yourself and your 
competition. - .- - - - - - friends about something in 

What do the people have to 
say about all this? 

~~ag~_s~~~thnd:bw_o~~,~~:~~-at~_sia;: this world that actually 
--~-race tO e OttOm.,.,~ means something. The 
~~~~~~~~$>~~~~7~~ WTO is a highly "affective• 

There is a growing 
international backlash against the WTO and the process of 
corporate globalization for whom it acts. The far-reaching 
implications of WTO policy has managed to unite a wide 
range of people upset, unsatisfied or unemployed by it's dis
regard for the social and environmental well-being of the 
people and places of the world. Unions, environmentalists. 
churches, community activists and even the far right are 
aligning to fight the continual threat the WTO poses to public 
health and safety laws, environmental protections, human 
rights, workers rights and national sovereignty. Un-elected, 
secretive and unaccountable, the WTO is perhaps the great
est threat to democracy and economic justice in our time. 
From November 29-Deoember 3rd, the WTO will hold its first 
ever meeting on U.S. soiL There they will try to pass numer
ous legislation furthering the interests of Big Business, and 
overlooking the needs and benefits of the PEOPLE. Included 
in this are a Global Free Logging Agreement, a new version 
of MAl {defeated last year due to enormous citizen outcry) 
and laws furthering the intellectual property rights of biotech
nology companies over the people and plants of the world. 
From November 25-December 3rd, Seattle will also be the 
site of perhaps the biggest public protest since the Vietnam 
War. An enormous coalition is assembling, a group that will 
include people from all over the world, united in opposition to 

organization. Isn't it odd that 
you had never heard of it? Isn't it time we did something to 
stop it? 

To find out more, there are several places you can 
go. Ask your professors about it in class. Don't be surprised 
if they are in favor of it. Rnd out why they think ifs good, then 
ask yourself what they considered as good, and who they 
saw as benefiting. On November 16-18 there will be a series 
of speakers and forums about the WTO at Pitzer and at 
Scripps. look for fliers. In the meantime, there are a number 
of web-sites with very good descriptions of the WTO and 
resistance to it: 

www.tradewatch.org 
www.seattle99.org 

www.southbound.com 
www.twnside.org 

www.if g.org. 
Or give me a call to get down with the resistance 

here at Pitzer. We are forming a group that will meet on 
Wednesday nights at 9 pm in the Grove House. You can help 
plan our day of Action, organize the teach-in, or help co-ordi
nate a film series. Call me, Stefan, at 625.9909 to find out 
more. 
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the orher side 

I t was the middle of Indian Summer and, as usual, Edgar 
Allen was out and about on the suburban sidewalks of 
Locust Valley. Every day he thought about the other 

side of the street, the uncharted territory, the new cracks 
in the pavement but being the domesticated fel ine that he 
was, he feared the mighty demons of the Highway 
Transport System. Contrary to popular belief, unlike the 
dying breed of squirrel that absurdly dashes across these 
vast plains of death to meet their untimely demise, the 
hausfeline is endowed with common sense and under
stands death. However, when limited to the confines of 
just one suburban block said feline often finds himself 
senselessly cynical for want of sensible stimulation. See, 
nothing on the old block excited poor Edgar anymore. 
The days and nights got longer and all he could do was 
tread the same pathways over and over and over again. 
Chase the same mice, except for those that already had 
perished at is paws, fight the same alley cat, avoid the 
same dog and rummage through the same old garbage 
cans. 

By now, our listless Edgar could not take it any 
more. He had officially gone stir crazy and all the other 
pets in the neighborhood knew it too. They avoided him 
at all costs, keeping tabs on his general locale and avoid
ing such quarantined zones with admirable diligence. 
Everyone, even his owner, began to question the sanity of 
this poor kitty as he would roll around on the hot concrete 
foaming from his mouth as mucus ebbed from his nose 
while twitching violently and shedding his short black hair. 

Edgar understood everything. He peeled himself 
of his favorite patch of cement and began to get that old 
look in his eyes again. Self loathing and foul morning 
breath were the indelible marks of his physical and men
tal atrophy. He understood .... He had to do something new 
before the day was done or it would be the end of him. 

In his periphery, lay his destiny. Covered in fresh 
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tar,steamy like a mirage, made by man. separated into 
two lanes by an endless procession of yellow streaks was 
all that kept Edgar from Shangri La. His pupils were dilat
ed, his nose and mouth were adorned in a white, bubbly, 
froth and his tongue dangled limply from the side of his 
mouth, fiery and red. Lunacy and frustration had finally 
consumed him. His nerves and muscles were wound up 
like a mattress coil ready to launch a projectile clear 
across the country. And then, in a cloud of dust, he was 
off like a prom dress. His eyes were wide open: looking 
neither to the left nor the right but locked straight ahead in 
a warped sort of tunnel vision he propelled himself across 
the H.T.S. 

The final lunge was all that was left between him 
and his destiny. Frazzeled and bedazzled, he hit the 
ground with a fair thud, legs sprawled in all four directions 
face first, belly flat. He had done it! He had seized the 
day and was amazed at the ease with which he complet
ed the task. Not a single demon had come close to him 
or even crossed his path. He was scar free. 

In this new patch of grass Edgar exalted and 
began to think about all the years of wondering and wives 
tails about the forbidden H.T.S. and how he. Edgar Allen, 
was sitting right there on the other side of the world. 

For absolutely no reason at all he darted back to 
the other side of the street. Once again he was still per
fectly in tact. Penitently he recalled his original purpose 
and respectively dashed back to the parallel sidewalk 
when in mid leap, out of nowhere came a V-6, twin cam, 
fiery red phantasm of Hell. 

At least Edgar didn't have time to feel his internal 
organs burst through the soft of his belly onto the tar or to 
feel the breaking of every little bone in his body. The nov
elty of the situation had worn off for poor Edgar Allen, and 
if anything, the moral of this story would have to b that 
nothing feels quite like the last time. 

n'J\'en1 her 1 r)99 

The Story of Four Ch.in,a Explorers ('r.t;h.ose 

end., though not included in th.is ad.aptatiort, is 

slightly more optirrt.istic tharl .foreshadovv'ed hf:!re) 

bx_ Ba .. N.a l~on.g 

I t was her birthday today. She laid her weary body down 
on the bed, hardly finding room amongst her mess of post
cards, clothes. paper pieces, and other unnecessary 

items. The space in front of her eyes was dark as the natu
ral light from outside her room was already dimming. She 
felt lazy, having already slept for 3 hours during the after
noon; no crane's song was about to get her out of that sun 
warming slumber. Last night she spent her thirty kuai and 
the drunken generosity of her friend's two beer donations on 
a night of dancing to whatever oldies and rap music that 
flowed from the DJ's fingertips. It worked well. She wasn't 
getting along that well with the other girls. so a night of 
drunken stupor amongst three-month old strangers was 
worth whatever taxi money and bitter words shared the pre
vious ten days to at least get up to this point of group cama
raderie, no matter how long it lasted. They had been in 
Yunnan Province. and apart from the comfort found in the 
humidity in the tropical sunshine in Xishuangbanna which 
formed sweat drops down her glass of pineapple juice and 
down the soft hairs in the middle of her breasts, her tension 
the group rose to the highest level of impatience, and ulti
mate fed-upness. Why must she challenge herself when the 
challenge isn't worth its consequences? She had learned 
to ingrain the bitter habits learned from the anti-group men
tality and everyone's resentment in compromising their indi
vidual missions for the sake of another's. She had become 
jaded because of it, and she was fed-up. 

Fed up for being left in the comer bakery waiting for her 
change as the rest of the group wondered off, still during 
their first week orientation in the confusing maze of the 
Yuyuan garden during the lantern festival. In Beijing, she 
had to maintain one eye glued in the opposite 90 direction 
as the other eye was pushed up against the glass housing 
remnants of the Emperor and Empresses bed chamber in 
the Forbidden City. in order not lose them when they won
dered off. half-happily glancing at her Chinese toys, half
happily. In Yunnan, this happened on a bike excursion. The 

-. • ~I o. 

scenery was plain, even so she didn't want to race through 
her tour of Ganlanba, and as usual, the other girls weren't 
interested in taking in the peaceful surrounding with an easy 
stroll on the bike, as it had been in the Great Wall, through 
the Forbidden City and down all the prayer kissed steps 
coming down from the one temple in Putuoshan Island. It 
was sort of a pilgrimage at Putuoshan, and that will always 
be her personal trip, without having to think about anyone 
else, even if it may have been like ignoring an elephant in 
the middle of a room she was in. In Ganlanba, when she 
couldn't even see them racing far in the distant horizon, both 
the worthlessness of the 1 0 kuai used to rent the bike and 
the $15,000 spent for China became exponentially more 
vivid upon the miles and miles of green grass to her sides 
and rickety rackety sound of her rusty tin bicycle. And she 
peddled faster, realizing she had no option but to go ahead, 
hoping that the small whiteness in the distance was a blur of 
their straw hats flying in the wind. 
Hers was hanging on the back of her neck as the strap had 
loosened, and though its grip constantly tightened on her 
neck, she couldn't afford to stop and fix it or else she would 
loose the small white blur, and be left with only the chickens 
and bicycle carts. She came up to them appearing calmly, 
to her best effort, with the sweat gently pushing its way down 
her grim forehead and found them taking pictures of a 
scenery whose beauty she could not see through the dizzi
ness of her sounding head and pounding eyes. 
It wouldn't always be like this. She would dance from one 
side of Shanghai to the other through the bus system. and 
the rain on her bike, making friends with the vendors, and 
taking the initiative. But standing there is that grassy field 
after two hours of something other than what she was look
ing for, she see their giddy white smiles and cameras, their 
unaffected attitudes stemming from their ever stable source 
of selfishness, and she asks them, ·so whose idea was it to 
take us out through fucking farmland, huh?" They had three 
weeks left in the program at that point. 
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the o the r sid e 
Space Tr ip 

We leare 
our planet 
when it's falling. 
Hey, it's pregnant! 
The kick inside 
hits Chlna. 
Beasts humans ants frogs 
say we're so \\ild 
at heart. 
\\'e see the last man 
deca~ing away 
back imo the time 
when lm-e 
had no name. 
~toon. 

\fet the moon 
'"ith your blood. 
one of us sa~ . 
and see hmv your lm-e 
unholy vapors out. 
I meet 
this female \\inter. 
She lights candles 
to make moonlight 
before she freezes 
the conrersation 
on this French 
black and white mmie. 
The last scene. 
A girl stabs herself 
\\ith scissors. 
A boy slips 
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on her moonlit blood. 
The sound of cold shm\-er 
fills the screen 
in summer. 
Silence. 
Credit title. 
I wonder 
what she would look like 
in this mO\ie. 
She is taring at me 
in the mirror 
a~ing nothing 

as if I was 
her unborn son. 
I pretend 
not to notice il 
Then \\l! see 
the blue planet. 
where 
\\"I! were born. 
and our past 
We could be together: 
I say. 
\'enus. 
is her name. 
She sits 
on my confidence 
and hows 
how the black hair sw~ . 
On \'enus 
there's no night. 
I want to lore her 
in my darkness. 
But he nerer 

comes back 
from Holl:wood. 
~lercury. 

is a cafe. 
She shm\ up 
in her red pajamas. 
She salts 
the spit 
of junk·y rarers 
ucking pacifiers. 

And I spit 
on the salt 
of her deflowered 
\irginity. 
Sun. 
\\~e are dri\ing 
mto the burning zero. 
;\lother. father. 
God know 
that lore 
!ores me in it 
and she i not 
a whore. 
Dri\-e on 
\\ith my music 
till we're nor 
us any more. 
The last thing 
I remember 
i the fire 
of her melancholy 
cumming on 
my chest. 

words and photos 
by 

Kentaro Yamauchi Blues once killed me in her magic spell 

Blues once killed me in her magic spell 
and I didn't even know 
Blues once killed me in her magic spell 
and, God, I didn't even know 

She left her nightcoconut in my Lucifer 
and I failed to see the doctor in slow motion 
She left her nightcoconut in my cuddly Lucifer 
and I failed to make love to its redness 

She once told me who ate Marilyn 
and she was Marilyn 
She once told me who buried Marilyn 
and she was Marilyn herself 

Someday I say 
Kill me deadly and she won't 
Somedav I sav _, ' 

Kill me deadly and oh no, she won't 
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Slowly absconding to the depths of the horizon 

The Sun died to a wash of blinding gold. 
I watched as the 

Shadows of dusk crept upon earth, 
Swallowing up the entire sky. 

From afar, gongs and drums 
Beat incessantly to a strange rhythm. 
pounding, beating, pounding, beating, 

Taking the feverish rhythm to a seemingly unreachable climax-
Almost as if this was an attempt 

To drown the eerie nocturnal stillness 

A wave of fear swept over me. 
Disguised as panic, 

Melancholy filled my heart. 
Left alone in this moonless, 

Limitless stretch of utter darkness, 
I await 

Stolichnaya by the Sill 

In my solitude, I hear my own spirit 
Whispering my name, calling unto me softly. 

Acknowledging the questions seeping into my head, 
My mind gained consciousness of my own being. 
Confusion that I had once known started to wane. 

Fear that had once thrived in my heart began to subside. 
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Amidst the cacophony of drum beatings 
And dissonant sounds, 

Silence descended upon me-
Plunging into my very core, 

Seizing my soul but all at once releasing it. 

In this profound moment of paradox, 
A revelation dawned upon me. 

This unfamiliar sense of blissful serenity 
Has put an end to my agonizing search. 

Reunited with my lost spirit, 
I may rest. 

Finally, I am at peace. 

by Chelsie 
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the G \ her side 

M y great grandfather used to tell me stories of 
Sunday drives, when he could cruise the country
side without fear of being pulled over by the police. 

'"Those were the good old days," he would say, in between 

throughout modern history by private investigator teams 
(Starsky and Hutch, Simon and Simon) and Vietnam vet
erans pursued for crimes they did not commit, but in no 
other area have ramps been utilized as effectively as they 

A Valuable Lesson in Stickin' it to the Man 

clearing the phlegm so many of our senior citizens are 
affected by out his wrinkled lungs. · sack then we could 
drive around at ten miles above the speed limit and there 
would be no repercussions. Nowadays you can't even per
form a U-turn on the freeway without being stopped by the 
law. u Those words hit home last Thursday when I was 
pulled over in our very own picturesque city of 
Claremont, (Yes my friends, it can happen here 
too), by the Claremont Police Department 
(CPO). My crime was travelling at ten miles 
above the ridiculously slow speed limit. The 
fact that I was pulled over in front of the 
merry revelers on the porch of the 
Harrison House added to my pain.** 
Although I managed to talk myself out 
of a ticket, I couldn't help but think of 
what might have been had I been a 
P.A.C.E. student, and been unable to 
kiss ass so eloquently. 

This terrible event led to many 
sleepless nights, where I tossed and 
turned in bed trying to come up with a 
solution to this problem that had 
caused my friends and I so much 
strife. The answer finally came to me 
through the airwaves of The Nashville 
Network, (TNN). I was watching the 
wonderful documentary series The 
Dukes of Hazzard, which follows the day-to-day exploits of 
two good of' boys, Bo and Luke Duke. It dawned on me 
that these two free souls suffered from the same problem 
that I did, except that while they ·have been in trouble with 
the law since the day they wuz born", I had only begun my 

have been in Hazzard County. By using ramps strategi
cally hidden behind bails of hay and other such items com
monly found in the surrounding area, the Duke boys would 
evade the police. While they jumped away out of harm's 
way the hapless Sheriff and his deputy would crash into a 

tree or land in a conveniently placed body of 
water. The added benefit of this system is that 

no one gets hurt and all that is damaged are 
the police cars and a little bit of police 

pride. 
With the addition of ramps at key 
points around Claremont, evading 
the police would be much easier for 

good people like you and I. I propose 
to start a trial period for ramps in 

Claremont with a few initially placed at sev
eral important junctions, such as the new 
round-about on Bonita and Indian Hill. This 
stretch of road would not only provide 
easy access to the ramp but would allow 
for a dramatic jump over the roundabout 
itself. If preliminary data is to our liking 
then the City can begin the awesome 
undertaking of adding more ramps to the 
streets. If all goes well I foresee ramp satu-

llt- ration in Claremont by the year 2010, when 
finally the roads will belong to the civilians 

again. 
In order for my plan to succeed I need your help. 

We must bring the bill to the Claremont City Council before 
the upcoming elections, and so we must mobilize quickly. 
Please think of clever slogans such as, HELL NO WE 
WANT RAMPS, UP WITH RAMPS or my personal favorite, 

Nazar Altun 

days of outlawhood. Why was it that they could get away 
from the Hazzard County Sheriffs Department when I 
couldn"t even drive around Claremont without being appre
hended by the CPO? Upon closer inspection of the series 
I realized what it was that the City of Claremont needed. 
More ramps! 
Webster's New Universal Dictionary contains the following 
definition of the word ramp. •ramp, n. any sloping roadway 
or passage used to outmaneuver and confound police who 
might be chasing you at the time. • Ramps have been used 
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YOU CAN'T SPELL CRAMPS WITHOUT RAMPS, to let 
the public hear our cause. It is only by following Hazzard 
County's pioneering example that we will end the injustice 
faced by motorists in Claremont. If the project succeeds 
here at home then I am sure it will spread like wildfire 
across the Nation and possibly to rampless societies 
around the world. My dream is that the world will once 
more be safe for good ol' boys, great grandfathers and 
P.A.C.E. students everywhere. 
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You know ... 
The other day I wanted to read Tolstoy. 
But to read I would have to admit that I have no patience to read a novel of such volume. 
I am, after all. just another ADD case kid. 
And really are we not all just a bunch of ADD kids, 
Because really ... 
Even if you were never afflicted by this excuse of poor parenting, 
If you are told enough times that you are, 
Then you might as well be, 

~~~f ~i~~~st some ADD kid. l My Full Deck Except Missing Three Kings and That Two I 
Then so are all of you, 
And so if you are all ADD kids too, 
Then all of the next generation is going to ADD cases multiplied. 
So these new kids will be twice as short for attention, 
So if I understand this ADD stuff, 
And as I have been told. 
Then my kid is not going to be able to sit in one place long enough to read a damn thing that I will have 
written, 
So let us just suppose that I am the man, 
The man who is going to write the new great American novel, 
The story told in the method by which all other stories will be judged for centuries, 
But realistically that could never even happen if I am on this supposed ADD trip, 
Wellso I am told anyway, fb ellSWOrth 
But let us just imagine for a moment 
The briefest of moments so as not to waste what valuable attention I may receive from you, 
Let us say I pull my collective creativeness together for the duration of a couple of months, 
The shorter months, 
Working night and day ... mind you, 
And I am going to create this novel, 
But in the end what is the point 
My kid will not be able to s1t still for the first thirty pages of text without getting bored, 
Then again, 
Maybe our standards as a collective have lowered, 
Lowered to the point that my greatest workthat by which all future works are compared ... 
Is nothing more than over-published and under-read gibberish, 
So then perhaps my kid is not to blame, 
Not to blame for being bom with ADD. 
It would be my fault for having him, 
So maybe I just stopped writing well... 
But no one was paying attention long enough to tell me. 
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drive to work, bombs 
are falling, people are 
dying. and Iraq, not 
Saddam Hussein, is 
dying. 

As if the bomb-
ing weren't enough (its 
actually the least of it), 
the sanctions you my 
have heard of. that 
were put in place at 
the end of the Gulf 
War, are still in place, 
and completely 

"There is one crime against humanity in this last 
decade of the millennium that exceeds all others 
in its magnitude, cruelty and portent. It is the 
US- forced sanctions against the twenty million 
people of Iraq ... If the UN participates in such 
genocidal sanctions backed by the threat of mil
itary violence --and if the people of the -world 
fail to prevent such conduct -- the violence, ter
ror and human misery of the ne-w millennium 
-will exceed anything -we have kno-wn." 

demanding that Iraq 
give up its rights as a 
sovereign nation and 
bow down to the US. 
Of course. Iraq, or 
Saddam Hussein will 
have nothing to do with 
this, so the bombing 
continues. 

People argue over 
exactly why the US is 
so interested in ousting 
Saddam Hussein. 

--Ramsey Clark former US Attorney General 

destroying (murdering?) Iraq as a nation. Basic medical 
supplies and other essentials (for a complete list. go to 
www.nonvio lence.or /vitw!J are being denied Iraq until 
Saddam Hussein steps down. Under these sanctions. it is 
definitely not Saddam who suffers. Voices in the 
Wilderness, an anti-sanctions activist group based in 

Some hide behind his human rights abuses. Others argue 
that Iraq was the second (only to Isreal) most developed 
nation in the Mid East before the Gulf War. and thus seen 
as a threat by the US. These people would argue that this 
is the cause of the sanctions: to establish US superiority 
in the Mid East. Whatever the reason, it is not important. 
What matters is that while the US dilly dallies with the 

Chicago is dedicated to ending these 
sanctions. They have supported numer
ous aid trips to Iraq, and as a conse

by jonathan hedstrom 
details of exactly how much it must 
break Iraq, people are dying. While the 
US is busy funding insurgency move

quence, are criminals in the eyes of the US Justice 
Department. According to VitW, the sanctions have killed 
1 million children; "the Iraqi government claims 4,000-
5,000 deaths per month of children under 5. Even US 
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright does not contest 
how great the human damage has been. but has said. 'It's 
worth the price.'"1 

The US insists that it is trying to negotiate a peace. 
but the negotiation consist of trying to implement an even 
heavier inspection team (the bombing started afresh 
because the US claimed that Iraq wasn't cooperating with 

ments. and training opposition to Hussein, people are 
dying. 

This article is at best, a poor summary of the 
events in Iraq, but I encourage you all 
to read up on the issue (Voices in the Wilderness has a 
very thorough website), and if you feel so inclined. let oth
ers know exactly what the US is doing in your name. 

1. The Nation: March 22. 1999 
2. The Nation: July 26. 1999 
3. Voices in the Wilderness: 

htt ://www.nonviolence.or /vitw/ 
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t h e· r.. ,.ll . . ~ 
. .J. ·u, er SH1e 

The sun rose behind the earth that 
day-

all the glittery pieces shattered to my 
toenails 

when you whispered my name. 
The dogs all barked 

and silenced in heartbeat
turning their eyes. 

The black sky suffocated the stars
with his stale wool glove. 

There I waited-
Burying my whims with the thought 

of your toes making love to the sand
cold and solid under my heels

Hardened from treading into 
Nowhere-

one too many times ... 
I saw a baby chewing his carrot-
1 thought of your black eyes 

rolling around in your head 
somewhere-

as we all were stretched across the 
moon-

to kill his silent lullaby. 
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by 
Shannon 
Lemoine 
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